
EPL’s mission is to share and our vision is to be a 
gathering place for people and ideas, enabling a 
lifetime of learning, engagement and possibility for 
every Edmontonian. Our strategic plan creates a 
framework for bringing this mission and vision to 
life and our business plan operationalizes these 
goals, ensuring accountability to our stakeholders 
– Edmonton residents. EPL is proud of how our 
strategic plan embodies our vision and mission 
and how our business plan has helped EPL 
continue to deliver innovative new services for all 
Edmontonians. 

The great services EPL provides  are only one 
part of the story. EPL continues to provide 
tremendous economic impact on Edmonton and 
Edmontonians through the valued derived by 
using the library and the services and resources 
we make available. 

In order to understand the economic value that 
EPL provides to Edmonton, EPL commissioned 
Nordicity - a company specializing in economic 
analysis - to conduct an economic impact study 
of EPL. Nordicity calculated both the total 
economic impact EPL has on Edmonton and 
also the value that customers accrue by using 
the library (use value). 

Measuring the Impact of the
Edmonton Public Library 

EPL’s Total Economic Impact
Nordicity values EPL’s total economic impact at $187 million dollars annually.
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Operations Impact 
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Value of attending programs

Value of accessing technology

Value of using the library space
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11Operations impact = direct impact + indirect & induced impact.  Direct impact: the impact generated in the economy as a result of the library’s direct spending 
related to its activities. Indirect impact: the impact generated in the economy as a result of the increase in economic activity that occurs at businesses that supply 
goods and services to EPL. Induced impact: impact generated as a result of the re-spending of labour income earned by Edmonton households from both direct 
and indirect employment generated by the library and supplier industries. As the library is publicly funded, operational impact is a value that would be transferred to 
any other publicly funded organizations, if funding were to be shifted to them from the library.
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